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Talking tom and friends characters images

This article is about the franchise. For the TV series, see Talking Tom and Friends (TV series). Talking Tom and FriendsLogo of the franchiseCrewed by Samo Login Iza Login Home workVideo game seriesSummers from Outit7Years2010-presentFilms and tvAnimated series Talking Friends (2012) Talking Tom and
Friends (2014-present) Talking Tom Shorts (2014-present) Talking Tom and Friends Minis (2016-2018) Talking Tom Heroes (2019-present) GamesVideo game(s)See Video gamesSo differentToy(s) Talking Tom Talking Ben Talking Friends Superstar App and Media franchise Talking Tom and Friends (known as Talking
Friends until late 2014) is a media franchise created and owned by Outfit7 Limited. The franchise focuses on various mobile apps involving anthropomorphic animal characters repeating things the user said. The first app, Talking Tom Cat, was released in July 2010. Since March 2020, apps have achieved more than 12
billion downloads. [1] The franchise also includes several web series, which are mostly posted on YouTube. Current Talking Characters Tom (also called Tom) - A grey tabby cat and the title character of the franchise. [2] Tom is a wise, adventure-seeking cat, described as the most popular cat in the world. In its
application, it is a fully animated interactive 3D character that users can tickle, poke and play with. Users can also get Tom to repeat what they say. [3] The original Talking Tom Cat app was launched in July 2010 for iOS, followed by Talking Tom 2 in 2011. The My Talking Tom app was launched in 2013, followed by the
My Talking Tom 2 app in 2018. Speaking Angela (also called Angela) - Tom's girlfriend, and an elegant but short-sighted white cat with a love of travel, singing, fashion and dancing. [4] [5] Angela has also appeared in other apps in the flagship entertainment franchise Outfit7, the most popular being Love of Tom Letters,
Tom Loves Angela, Talking Tom Gold Run, and Talking Tom Hero Dash. Talking Ginger (also called Ginger) - A naughty kitten. [6] In the web series talking friends, he is Tom's nephew. In the online series Talking Tom and Friends, he's Tom's neighbor. Talking Ben (also called Ben) – A brown dog and Tom's best friend
described in the Talking Ben app as a grumpy dog and chemistry teacher. He likes to invent and do things related to science and technology. [7] Speaking Hank (also called Hank) - A white dog with blue spots (one in his right eye, one on the tail tip, and the other on the back of it). It was introduced in December 2014
with the premiere of the online series Talking Tom and Friends. His hobby And he's Tom's roommate. Talking Becca (also called Becca) - A grey rabbit introduced to Tom's speech and friends web series. Like Angela, she's also an aspiring singer. Grit - Tom's enthusiastic yellow pet. First introduced to My Talking Tom 2
Gus – Tom's Short Tempered Purple Pet. He appears in both my Talking Tom 2 and Talking Tom Shorts web series. series. - Tom's pink and the only female pet. He also appeared for the first time in My Talking Tom 2 Flip – Tom's Clumsy Green Pet who only appeared in both My Talking Tom 2 and Talking Tom Shorts
Web Series. Dot - Tom's Blue Robot-Like Pet who currently appears in My Talking Tom 2 App. Interrupted Talking Gina - A Giraffe featured only in the Talking Gina app and the Talking Friends web series. Speaking Pierre - A parrot featured only in pierre's speech app and the Talking Friends TV series. Talking Larry – A
bird featured in a few apps including Talking Larry. Talking Harry - A hedgehog featured only on the Harry Talking app, Harry was a very lazy hedgehog until he gave him a soda, had a poorly done and scary design, the app was permanently removed from Oufit7 in early 2012, before talking Angela made his first
appearance in the series, Harry also appeared in an animation of Talking Tom and Ben News app launched on YouTube , on the Channel Talking Tom and Friends in 2011 . Talking Baby Hippo - A baby hippo who was only featured on the Talking Baby Hippo app. Talking Lila - A fairy featured in some apps, including
Talking Lila. Talking John - A mass of bacteria featured only in the Talking Bacteria John app. Talking Rex - A Dinosaur featured only in the Talking Rex app, Talking Roby - A robot featured only in the Talking Roby app. Tom Talking Tom's Apps (officially named as Talking Tom Cat) is a video game released in 2010 by
Outfit7, in which the title character, Tom, repeats everything he's been told in a voice with a high tone, and interacts with the user. [8] Speaking Gina Talking Gina was an app released in 2011 featuring a giraffe named Gina, which interacts with the user. As of April 2020, the app is no longer available. The title character
was featured in the web series Talking Friends, but has not made any appearances since. Talking Ben Talking Ben (officially named as Talking Ben the Dog) is an app released in 2011 in which the user interacts with Ben. The character has been featured in many applications, and in every web series except Talking Tom
Shorts. [9] Talking Tom 2 Talking Tom 2 (officially named as Talking Tom Cat 2) is the sequel to Talking Tom, released in 2011. It retains most of the features of its predecessor, and has improved graphics. [10] Talking News Talking News (officially named as Talking Tom and Ben News) is a game released in 2011, in
which Talking Tom and Talking Ben act as television news anchors, repeating what is recorded and pulling pranks on each other. [11] Pierre Talking Pierre is a video-game released in 2011 in which the user interacts with a parrot named Pierre. Pierre has appeared in only one web series since he was introduced –
Talking Friends. [12] Tom's Love Letters is an app released in 2012 that allows users to send personalized messages to their friends and family. [13] Tom loves Angela Tom loves Angela is a one released in 2012 that allows users to watch Tom courting Angela. [referral required] Talking Ginger Talking Ginger is an app
released in 2012 that allows the user to interact with an orange kitten named Ginger and get him ready for bed. [14] The character has been featured in many applications, and in every web series except talking Tom Shorts. Speaking Angela Main article: Speaking Angela Talking Angela is an app released in 2012 that
was the target of a mudslinging campaign in which several people claimed that the app was created by paedophiles for the purpose of monitoring children, although no legitimate evidence was found proving the allegations. [15] Talking Ginger 2 Talking Ginger 2 is a game released in 2013, featuring Ginger. Allows the
user to interact with ginger at his birthday party. By April 2014, the app was known as Ginger's Birthday. [16] My Article Talking Tom Main: My Talking Tom My Talking Tom is a virtual pet app released on November 14, 2013 that allows the user to take care of Tom as he grows up and rename and customize him. [17] My
Talking Angela My Talking Angela is a virtual pet app released in 2014 that allows the user to take care of Angela as she grows up and rename and customize her. [18] Talking Tom Jetski Talking Tom Jetski is a game released in 2015 in which the user either plays as Tom or Angela, riding on a jet ski to complete
missions. [19] [20] Talking Tom Bubble Shooter Talking Tom Bubble Shooter is a bubble-shooting game released in 2015. [21] [22] Talking Tom Gold Run Talking Tom Gold Run is an endless game released in 2016, in which the player, such as Tom, Angela, Ben, Hank or Ginger, chases a bandit while collecting gold
bars. [23] [24] My Talking Hank My Talking Hank is a virtual pet game released in 2017, in which the user takes care of Hank. [25] [26] Talking Angela Color Splash Talking Angela Color Splash is a match-3 game released in 2018. [27] Talking Tom Camp Talking Tom Camp is a strategy game released in 2017, in which
the player builds a camp while attacking enemy camps. [28] [29] Talking Tom Pool Talking Tom Pool is a game released in 2017 in which the player builds a water park. [30] Talking Tom Jetski 2 Talking Tom Jetski 2 is a jetski racing video-game released in 2018. He's got different rules than talking to Tom Jetsky. [31]
[32] Talking Tom Candy Run Talking Tom Candy Run is an endless game released in 2018. [33] [34] Talking Tom Cake Jump Talking Tom Cake Jump an endless jumper game was released in 2018. [35] [36] Talking Tom Jump Up Talking Tom Jump Up is another endless jumper game released in 2018. [37] [38] My
Talking Tom 2 My Talking Tom 2 is a virtual pet game released in 2018. It's a continuation of my speech, Tom. [39] [40] Talking Tom Fun Fair Talking Tom Fun Fair is a match-3 game released in 2019 in which the player rebuilds an abandoned amusement park. [41] Talking Tom Hero Dash Talking Tom Hero Dash is an
endless runner game released in 2019 and is similar to Talking Tom Gold Run. The characters are superheroes. [42] [43] [43] Tom Splash Force Talking Tom Splash Force is a game in which the player uses water balloons to attack criminals. [44] [45] Talking To My Tom Friends Talking Tom Friends is a game where the
player takes care of Tom initially, but later takes Angela, Hank, Ginger, Ben and Becca to take care of too. [46] [47] Web series Talking Friends Talking Friends was the first web animated series of Talking Tom and Friends franchise. Produced by Disney Interactive Studios, it ran on YouTube from June 8, 2012 to August
31, 2012, for 10 episodes. It was released four days before the 2012 NBA Finals began with the Miami Heat defending the Oklahoma City Thunder 4 games to 1. The 2012 NBA Finals were completed on June 21. Small forward LeBron James was named the Finals MVP. 19 days after the 2012 Summer Olympics in
London ended, Talking Friends also announced that this will only be for 10 seasons. No.TitleRuntimeRelease dateRef.TF1Se attack of technology! 2:49June 8, 2012 (2012-06-08) [48] Tom and Ben's giant robot gets out of control and attacks cars and homes, so they try to stop it and eventually succeed. TF2 Foolf
2:30June 15, 2012 (2012-06-15) [49] Ben takes inspiration of mixing golf and football together, only to become obsessed with it. TF3 Jet Pack Cat 3:02June 22, 2012 (2012-06-22) [50] Ginger wants to drive Tom's jetpack, but Tom tells him he's too young to try, so, Ginger tries to make Gina ride the jetpack, only to end
up destroying it, TF4 Newserator 3:11June 29, 2012 (2012-06-29) [51] Ben creates the Newserator 3000, but all he does is give news. Later, Tom and Ben decide to destroy the robot, but Pierre destroys it in front of them. TF5Rock the Catsbah July 3:26, 2012 (2012-07-06) [52] Angela's car breaks down on her way to a
recording session in a studio. So Ben builds a makeshift studio to record her new song, only for Tom to ruin it by raising the volume on the speakers. TF6Shake that Tail August 3, 2012 (2012-08-03) [53] Angela returns back because she must have a music video for her new song. Meanwhile, Ginger wants to defy
gravity, so Ben fulfills both their desires. TF7 Multiple-Kitty August 10, 2012 (2012-08-10) [54] Ben creates a mirror-like gadget that can copy anything. When Tom uses it to copy himself, Ben creates a device to reverse playback. TF8 Super Tom August 17, 2012 (2012-08-17) [55] Ben creates a device that can give
people superpowers, and uses it on his friends. However, when an armadillo accidentally touches the device, making it giant, friends their powers to stop it. TF9 Angry Parrots August 24, 2012 (2012-08-24) [56] Pierre gets too obsessed with his game, and begins to think that his friends are zombies and attacks them.
TF10 Tom After Tom 3:10August 31, 2012 (2012-08-31) [57] When friends talk about which decade is the best, Ben shows his new invention, an elevator of time that allows them to go into any decade. In the end, they realize that the decade living today is the best. Main article: Talking Tom and Friends (TV series)
Outfit7 Limited launched an animated series called Talking Tom and Friends in 2014, based on the antics of Talking Tom and his friends. The first 3 seasons of the series were produced by the Austrian animation studio 'arx anima', while the Spanish animation studio 'People Moving Pixels' produced the 4th season and is
currently producing the 5th season. Talking Tom Shorts Talking Tom Shorts is an ongoing web series. The show revolves around the lives of Tom, Ben, Angela, Ginger and Hank all features of another character referred to as the hand. Unlike the TV series, none of the characters have a dialogue. It is currently available
on YouTube. Season 1 (2014-2018) No.TitleRuntimeRelease dateRef.S1Red Alert0:49March 13, 2014 (2014-03-13)[58] Tom has to use the toilet, but he can't do it because the hand refuses to press a button and taunts him. S2Whack-A-Mouse0:58March 27, 2014 (2014-03-27)[59] Tom tries to stop mice from stealing
cheese, then takes a hammer to whack them. S3Aerobik0:54April 10, 2014 (2014-04-10)[60] Tom tries to train some cats in some aerobic exercises but fails to get their attention. S4Potions0:57April 24, 2014 (2014-04-24)[61] Tom tries out some filters that were left unattended. S5Lights Out0:51May 8, 2014 (2014-05-
08)[62] Tom and a few other cats are annoyed by the hand playing with the lamp. S6Round 10:57May 22, 2014 (2014-05-22)[63] Tom fights another version of himself playing roles as different things. S7Cans1:097 July 2014 (2014-07-17)[64] The hand plays with Tom by trapping him in trash cans. S8Flappy Tom1:04Aw
august 1, 2014 (2014-08-01)[65] Tom tries to fly between the tubes, as in the popular game Flappy Bird. S9Hat Troubles1:05Ast August 14, 2014 (2014-08-14)[66] While driving a convertible, Tom continues to lose his hats in the wind. S10Be Serious1:12Ast August 28, 2014 (2014-08-28)[67] Tom tries to stay serious in a
game where the hand catches Tom who doesn't stay serious, but gets caught every time. S11Makeover Madness1:03Septembus 11, 2014 (2014-09-11)[68] Tom's house gets a makeover while using it, much to his annoyance. S12 Who's the boss?! 1:29No november 13, 2014 (2014-11-13)[69] Talking Angela renovates
Tom's house to her liking when she comes to stay, much to Tom's annoyance. Note: This marks the debut of Talking Angela. S13Cookie War1:31Feary 26, 2015 (2015-02-26)[70] Tom and Angela argue with each other while their biscuits are baked, then stop fighting to eat the biscuits and then fight again over the last
cookie. Note: This marks the addition of the Talking to Angela about the episode introduction. S14 My turn! 1:39March 26, 2015 (2015-03-26)[71] Tom and Angela struggle to get attention and hand care. S15Opera Opera1:48June 11, 2015 (2015-06-11)[72] Angela takes Tom to an opera against his wishes, and Tom
tries to spend time playing with his belongings, but gets caught over and over again. Then He chooses to take Tom to a rock concert, much to his delight. S16Bubble for Bubble1:38 August 6, 2015 (2015-08-06)[73] Tom and Angela play a video game in which balls pass to each other in a Mars-like world and Tom loses.
In a crisis of rage, he begins to throw things Angela in real life. S17Art of Packing1:127 August 2015 (2015-08-27)[74] Angela &amp; Tom pack up to go to the beach. Tom only takes one suitcase, while Angela, to Tom's disappointment, gets too much. 11, 2015 (2015-09-11)[75] On the beach, Tom tries to get his hands
on one of Angela's books, and even tries to dig a tunnel to get them. Meanwhile, a crab catches Angela's tail, and Tom and Angela are confined to a beach mat. S19 Super Suction1:31November 12, 2015 (2015-11-12)[76] Tom uses a suction cup in his bathroom but loses control, making everything in the room go inside
it, include himself. When Angela releases Tom and everything that's been absorbed, she gets mad at Tom for ruining the bathroom. S20Hit the Road1:20Feary 11, 2016 (2016-02-11)[77] Tom and Angela travel by car, with Tom at the wheel. While Angela does her makeup, Tom drives recklessly, much to her annoyance.
In retaliation, Angela hits Tom with her makeup set. S21Helping Hand1:57April 14, 2016 (2016-04-14)[78] Tom shows Angela that they can both take the hand to give them food, but when he chases them the hand keeps trying to feed them. Fortunately for them, Talking Hank distracts the hand by using it to give himself
food. Note: This marks the debut of Talking Hank. S22Power Pirates1:40May 26, 2016 (2016-05-26)[79] Tom and Angela battle each other as pirates, but are interrupted by a bomb sent by Hank, who is then hit by a cloud storm controlled by Angela.Note: This marks the addition of Hank's past talking to the intro episode.
S23Save Me! 1:43 July 7, 2016 (2016-07-07)[80] Angela has a fun dance time only at a party, and continues to try to get rid of Hank, who is repeatedly getting too close to her. S24Wake Up1:49Aw august 25, 2016 (2016-08-25)[81] The hand tries to wake Angela with many methods, but fails. S25Sticky Jellis1:31Octom
13, 2016 (2016-10-13)[82] Angela makes a cake for Tom, but makes a big mess and accidentally throws the cake out when trying to remove some sticky jelly that stuck to her. S26 What should Angela wear? 2:06No november 10, 2016 (2016-11-10)[83] Angela is trying to decide on what to wear for a date with Tom at a
concert; In the end, Hank is sent wearing one of the Angela's dresses. S27Hank's Glasses2:03 Dec 21, 2016 (2016-12-21)[84] Hank tries to watch TV, but realizes it's blurry. So Hank tries on different glasses, but he can't see the TV clearly. Tom and Angela arrive and show that the TV screen was dirty. S28Changled in
Space (Planet Hop)1:48 Dec 28, 2016 (2016-12-28)[85] Tom and Hank are on an unknown planet when Tom sees a star and wishes to give it to him Angela. Hank tries to help him get the star, but he ends up taking it himself and giving it to Angela. S29Piano Battle1:18Feary 9, 2017 (2017-02-09)[86] Tom and Hank
compete on a piano playing video games. However, Hank plays the game very well, while Tom makes too many mistakes and is outraged with the game. S30The Apple Up the Rock3:52March 9, 2017 (2017-03-09)[87] Tom and Hank climb a hill to get an apple. However, when it falls on its own, they choose to jump
down after it. Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 19 and 25 S31Balloon Battle4:44April 6, 2017 (2017-04-06)[88] Angela launches a surprise attack from a hot air balloon on Tom and Hank, so Tom and Hank respond and shoot down the balloon. Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 15 and 27



S32 The Last Cereal (Shopping Drift)3:04May 4, 2017 (2017-05-04)[89] Tom and Angela go to the store, but because they only have one cereal box on the shelves, they fight over the box. However, in the end the box is torn open and Hank is revealed to have acquired a trolley of cereal boxes, much to Tom and Angela's
disappointment. Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 03 and 20 S33 The final sticker4:25May 25, 2017 (2017-05-25)[90] Angela completes a sticker book when Hank puts a pedestal fan in the highest setting, and gets blown out of a window. Tom completes the sticker book for Angela, who is now in a cast
but sticks a sticker upside down. Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 13 and 24 S34Upside Down Prank3:52July 7, 2017 (2017-07-07)[91] Tom tries to prank Hank by making the living room look upside down, plugging all the furniture into the ceiling, but it backfires with Hank and Angela sitting and behaving
as if everything is normal. Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 09 and 21 S35Unboxing Gifts4:14June 26, 2017 (2017-07-26)[92] Tom, Angela and Hank find gifts that fell from the sky and use them to annoy each other. Then the trio stops, and Tom gets hit by a boomerang he threw first. Note: The total
duration includes that of episodes 12 and 26 S36 Toilet problem3:10Septh 7, 2017 (2017-09-07)[93] Hank peels off his own toilet while Tom and Angela explore volcanic geysers near his home. Hank, who doesn't know the toilet is connected to the geysers, ends up sucking Tom and Angela through the toilet. Note: The
total duration includes that of episodes 04 and 29 S37Scary Movie4:00 Oct. 26, 2017 (2017-10-26)[94] On Halloween, Tom and They're watching a scary TV show, and Tom's trying to hide the fact that he's scared of the movie. Tom goes into the kitchen, letting Hank watch the show, when a ghost shows up and scares
them, and it turns out to be Angela. However, as Angela laughs, she sees a real ghost through the window and screams. Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 17 and 18 S38Monkey Business4:09 Dec 6, 2017 (2017-12-06)[95] Tom, Angela, and Hank go go mission to photograph a monkey. Tom and Angela
struggle to take pictures, while Hank manages to cover himself with sweets to attract monkeys. Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 05 and 28 S39Tiger Attack3:36January 10, 2018 (2018-01-10)[96] While baking marshmallows in a jungle fire with Angela and Hank, Tom fears something stirring nearby.
Soon it turns out he's a tiger, but just before he attacks Hank, he eats one of his marshmallows just to chase him. Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 08 and 22 S40 Quiet, Please! 2:06Feary 28, 2018 (2018-02-28)[97] Angela wants to practice playing ukulele, but Tom and Hank keep making noise until
angela becomes so bad to play on top of the island's tallest tree, which fails after Tom and Hank jump high and annoy her until she falls from the tree. Tom and Hank worry if he gets hurt, but then Angela plays the ukulele, urging them to play the drum and the marakas. S41Stinky Dance Panic3:35April 18, 2018 (2018-
04-18)[98] Tom dances when Angela arrives. However, finding that it smells, he goes to the bathroom to wash, and after washing, gets blown out the window by a hairdryer, in a trash can. Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 02 and 30 S42 Pearl Thieves1:52May 23, 2018 (2018-05-23)[99] Angela goes pearl
hunting, but is not able to get a large pearl from a clam because the clam keeps closing its mouth. Tom's also trying to get the pearl, but to no avail. Hank succeeds by replacing the pearl with the coconut, and gives the pearl to Angela when the clam arrives and chases the friends. S43Football Freak10:37June 27, 2018
(2018-06-27)[100] Tom watches football on TV when Hank comes and changes the channel. Tom gets the remote back, but Angela comes and changes the channel again, so Tom eats the remote so no one can change it, but he takes the hiccup, changing the channel every time he hiccups. Note: The total duration
includes that of episodes 03, 30, 09, 15, 32, 29, 35, 34 and 05 S44 Super Birthday Cake! 9:20 August 8, 2018 (2018-08-08)[101] Angela decides to prank Tom on his birthday by putting a self-lighting candle on his cake, but the prank backfires when Tom uses a fire extinguisher on the cake, and chases Angela when the
cake hits her. Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 25, 26, 09, 12, 10, 22 and 27 S45Hit the Road ... I'm going to get you out of here. 8:24September 12, 2018 (2018-09-12)[102] Tom and Angela stop to replace a flat tire when the spare tyre rolls Way. Tom chases it and gets hurt repeatedly, but he gets it.
After the tire changes, the car leaves and Tom chases it. Note: The total duration includes that of Episodes 17, 20, 08, 40, 06, 13 and 16 S46A rescue toilet Patrol9:34October 10, 2018 (2018-10-10)[103] Tom tries to retrieve Angela's rubber duck from the toilet, but Hank intervenes and takes Tom and himself sucked
through it, destroying the toilet while chooses to take a different duck. Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 19, 36, 01, 13, 21, 31 and 23 S47Haunted House9:20October 24, 2018 (2018-10-24)[104] Tom and Angela go trick or treat, and enter a house that appears to be empty, only to find a series of strange
events and escape when a monster that looks like a hand touches them. Turns out it's a prop Hank used to scare them. Hank helps himself to Tom and Angela's sweets when real monsters arrive and eat the sweets. Note: The total duration includes Episodes 37, 04, 11, 39, 07, 33 and 24 Season 2 (2019-2020)
No.TitleRuntimeRelease dateRef.S1Master of Trash12:03June 18, 2019 (2019-07-18)[105] Angela picks up Tom's video game controller and forces him to clean the house, but later yells at him that he destroyed the house with the vacuum cleaner. Tom then cleans the house, going as far as removing the furniture, and
even puts his pet in the trash, and is forced to save it when the garbage bag rolls away, and then stops the bag from rolling over hank. Angela gives Tom's video-game controller back to him, only to get it back when he notices that the garbage bag had scattered trash all the way. Extra episodes: Tom's pets party in the
bathroom while Tom sleeps when Tom comes in to use it. But Tom, being half asleep, doesn't look after his pets, and they keep partying. Tom makes smoothies in order to save space in the fridge for a cake, then makes a smoothie out of the cake in frustration at the cake still not fit in the fridge. Tom gets hurt while trying
to jump off the roof onto the trampoline, so his pet tries to give him medication. Tom runs away and his pet traps him on the roof when he falls on the trampoline. However, this time he gets hurt when the trampoline pushes him into a tree. Tom and Angela get into a snowball fight after Tom steals Angela's carrot to use as
a nose for his snowman when they noticed Tom's pet had passed out. Tom's pet traps Tom and Angela under a blanket of snow and steals their carrot. Tom tries to keep his pet out of the bathroom while he uses the toilet, and even goes up to boarding up the windows, but fails. Instead he goes to Hank's island, but his
pets still find him. Tom tries to get a ball off the top of a locker, and fails, so his pet pushes it down, only for the locker to tip over the ball. Tom tries to take a bath but loses grip on his soap, and bounces across the S2Tom's Yoga Fail8:53Aw august 22, 2019 (2019-08-22)[106] Tom tries yoga and gets hurt trying to
impress Angela, so Angela gives him a bell to ring whenever he needs something. Tom uses it to his advantage, even after his recovery, only for Angela and Hank to come after him when they find out Tom was making fun of them. Angela and Hank get hurt when they collide while they're chasing him, and they make
Tom meet their needs, as they did for him, revealing in his absence that they're not hurt. Additional episodes: Season 1, 1, 31 Season 1, Episode 32 Season 1, Episode 36 Season 1, Episode 21 S3Hide and Seek Challenge8:53Septempire 26, 2019 (2019-09-26)[107] Friends play hide-and-seek, but Tom catches every
time. So Tom flies to another island instead of hiding, only to choose a moving and moving line to camp. One of his pets observes him and flies to warn Tom's friends, and they find him to have saved himself. Friends make Tom the seeker and leave as Tom did, while Tom continues his work. Additional episodes: Season
2, Episode 01 Season 1, Episode 45 Season 1, Episode 42 Season 1, Episode 33 S4Scary Magic Show10:14 October 24, 2019 (2019-10-24)[108] Angela organizes a makeshift magic show for her friends, but closes it, considering it a failure. After a mysterious person turns her magic wand game into a real one, she
accidentally casts a spell on herself, turning herself into an evil witch, and makes Tom's pets evil and hunts and terrorizes her friends. Tom accidentally throws candy at his pet, and discovering that candy neutralizes magic, makes Angela return to normal and tie the end of the stick, only for Hank to unplug it and use the
stick on himself. Additional episodes: Season 1, Episode 37 Season 1, Episode 21 Season 1, Episode 05 Season 1, Episode 47 Season 1, Episode 39 S5Super Strong10:41No november 21, 2019 (2019-11-21)[109] Since Tom doesn't do many physical activities properly unlike his friends and even his pets, he orders a
headband that makes him stronger. However, when he pours water on it, he becomes a giant, and runs away in embarrassment, wreaking havoc while Angela tries to catch him, and escapes. Tom climbs into a castle while Angela and Hank try to stop him on planes when Angela falls off her plane. Tom jumps down to
save her, and Angela removes his headband, turning him back to normal. Additional episodes: Season 1, Episode 04 Season 2, Episode 02 Season 1, Episode 46 Season 1, Episode 23 Season 1, Episode 03 S6EXTREME Holiday Lights19:50 Dec 19, 2019 (2019-12-19)[110] Tom makes his friends rest while decorating
the house with festive lights, uses and makes too many lights. However, he gets caught up in the lights after trying to fix any burnt lights, and his friends try to get him out, only to be thrown into the air with the lights. Angela and Hank move a snowman away from where Tom lands, and when he lands, the snowman
launches into the air and lands on Tom, while the lights land perfectly in the house, only to burn. Additional episodes: Season 2, Episode 02 2, Episode 03 Season 2, Episode 05 Season 2, Episode 04 S7Angela's Broken Airplane10:17January 30, 2020 (2020-01-30)[111] Tom accidentally scratches Angela's plane, and
Angela makes Tom fix it. However, Tom and Hank make it worse and destroy the plane, and then they repair it. However, the plane catches fire and Tom accidentally starts, and ends up crashing. Later, Tom and Hank give back Angela's plane, and she starts it, only for the color to It blew up and the plane turns out to be
Tom's, and Angela's after Tom and Hank. Additional episodes: Season 1, Episode 31 Season 1, Episode 20 Season 1, Episode 40 Season 1, Episode 25 Season 1, Episode 08 Season 1, Episode 29 S8Mega Music Party11:39Feary 27, 2020 (2020-02-27)[112] Tom, Hank and Angela throw a music party when Tom
accidentally destroys the speakers. He orders giant speakers, but when a pet falls on the volume lever, the speakers start blowing everyone away. Tom manages to stop it, but accidentally reopens it, and friends blow up. Struck by inspiration, Tom orders a giant jelly pudding to cover the speakers, and cleans up the
mess they've made, only for Hank to take a bite out of the giant pudding and the speakers to start blowing him away. Additional episodes: Season 1, Episode 44 Season 1, Episode 23 Friends organize a musical performance with Hank managing the music system and Tom assembling the stage tie, but the show has
problems with Hank first changing the music, then screws and headlights falling off the tie and Tom almost hitting Angela and eventually the whole tie collapses. Angela runs to the curtains in embarrassment, returning when the audience applauds the performance. Season 1, Episode 02 Season 1, Episode 24 Season 1,
Episode 22 Season 1, Episode 12 S9 Fleas, Fleas, Everywhere! 10:40April 9, 2020 (2020-04-09)[113] Tom discovers that his pet has fleas, and tries to give him a bath without getting fleas himself, when fleas take the form of a coat and attack Tom. Tom continues his search for his pet, and after his pet leaves him stuck
in a vent, he goes into a rage and catches his pet, only to get fleas. Tom runs into the bathroom, which is now full of water, and opens it, freeing himself and his pet from fleas in time for dinner with Angela and Hank, while the fleas ominously look through the window. Additional episodes: Season 1, Episode 41 Season 1,
Episode 25 Season 1, Episode 14 Season 1, Episode 17 Season 1, Episode 10 Season 1, Episode 26 S10 The Magic Berry12:48April 30, 2020 (2020-04-30)[114] Tom and Angela take a walk through the woods with their pets, one of whom insists on eating berries. Tom sends it away, only to come back, having eaten a
magic berry. Ton and his friends try to take care of the pet, which continues to grow, and eventually, Tom goes inside his pet and retrieves the berry, only to throw it out and for a Venus flytrap to eat it. Additional episodes: Season 2, Episode 07 Season 1, Episode 36 Season 2, Episode 02 Season 1, Episode 38 S11Sef
Tom Chef Hank12:10May 25, 2020 (2020-05-25)[115] Tom invites Angela and Hank to his house for dinner, but both when Tom looks terrible food. A frustrated Tom finds Hank's cooking channel, and chooses to learn from it, but fails until the next morning, and makes a sandwich. Angela and Hank arrive with Hank's
sandwich, and Tom and Hank compete to make their sandwich bigger, only to destroy both sandwiches in. In. Oven. The two leave the kitchen, and find that Angela has ordered pizza and left a piece, and they both start fighting again. Additional episodes: Season 1, Episode 44 Season 2, Episode 01, Part 3 Season 2,
Episode 08 Season 1, Episode 21 Season 1, Episode 13 S12 Pets in Space15:34July 9 July 2020 (2020-07-09)[116] Tom's pets play a role as space explorers when one of them loses his jetpack, which crashes into the chimney. Then recover, acting as jungle explorers along the way, but end up activating and crashing
into a sleeping Tom, who first pretends to be angry but then joins their game as a dragon. Additional episodes: Season 1, Episode 43 Season 2, Episode 09 Season 1, Episode 22 Season 1, Episode 09 Season 1, Episode 15 Season 2, Episode 10 Season 1, Episode 18 S13 Invisible Tom11:04 July 23, 2020 (2020-07-
23)[117] Tom experiments on his pet with smoothies that can change the pet's color when an animal accidentally bumps into a smoothie and makes it invisible. Tom drinks it and becomes invisible, and it scares Angela and Hank into thinking there's a ghost when they visit him. Then they return to ghostbusting attire and
chase Tom, and eventually, Angela catches Tom and confronts him only for her to realize it's Tom when Tom's pet drops a bag of flour on him. Then they make a purple smoothie for Tom, only to make him purple, to his annoyance. Additional episodes: Season 2, Episode 01, Part 08 Season 1, Episode 30 Season 1,
Episode 32 Season 1, Episode 11 Season 1, Episode 16 Season 1, Episode 35 Season 1, Episode 34 Talking Tom and Friends Minis Talking Tom and Friends Minis is a South Korean-British-American 2D web animated series featuring Talking Tom and his friends. Characters are presented without a specific language
dialogue. It is developed and produced by Outfit7 and Plenus. [118] [119] The series was released from March 2016 to June 2018. No.TitleDirected by Written byRuntimeRelease dateRef.M1The Big MoveMinjolliHyewon Kwon3:56March 3, 2016 (2016-03-03)[120] Tom and his friends move next door to Angela's house.
M2A Rough StartMinjolliHyewon Kwon3:33March 17, 2016 (2016-03-17)[121] Friends have a bad day - Tom is not able to play sports, Ben is a formidable driver and Tom's attempt to knock it off with Angela at night fails. M3Boy Meets GirlMinjolliHyewon Kwon3:32March 31, 2016 (2016-03-31)[122] Tom wants to meet
Angela, but Angela makes Tom wait outside in the cold for too long while he dresses. M4The Perfect DressMinjolliHyewon Kwon3:50May 5, 2016 (2016-05-05)[123] Angela orders a dress and becomes very when it seemingly takes forever to arrive. M5 Spring DateMinjolliHyewon Kwon3:14May 19, 2016 (2016-05-19)
[124] Tom and Angela go to a park for a picnic. M6Part Time JobMinjolliHyewon Kwon3:28June 2, 2016 (2016-06-02)[125] Tom finds his new job in the cafeteria to be tedious, but his friends come to visit him and cheer him up. M7MinjolliHyewon Kwon4:02June 16, 2016 2016 Friends go on a camping trip when their car
run out of fuel. Friends decide to set up camp by the side of the road when caught in a storm, and even get wet in their tent because it has holes. Soon, the weather clears up, and friends can't agree on what to do as a receation, when they discover they have nothing to cook food with. M8Fortune CookiesMinjolliHyewon
Kwon3:20June 30, 2016 (2016-06-30)[127] Tom and Angela buy Fortune Cookies. Tom predicts he'll find love, while Angela predicts bad luck. Tom tries to cheer Angela up by showing his luck, while Angela buys another cookie, which predicts even more bad luck. M9Tom's Sick DayMinjolliHyewon Kwon3:15July 14,
2016 (2016-07-14)[128] Tom gets sick after eating too much ice cream and ends up standing on their date. M10A Big Thank YouMinjolliHyewon Kwon3:33July 28, 2016 (2016-07-28)[129] Tom takes his friends to help him with a surprise for Angela, but the surprise gets ruined by malfunctioning electronic candles.
M11Workout TimeMinjolliHyewon Kwon3:03Aw august 11, 2016 (2016-08-11)[130] Tom tries to do a strenuous workout after seeing Angela infatuated by a stronger and fitmer cat. M12Tom's New LoveMinjolliHyewon Kwon3:01August 25, 2016 (2016-08-25)[131] Tom is obsessed with talking Tom Gold Run (based on
outfit7's eponymous game) and doesn't pay attention to Angela, making her angry, even though Tom tries to apologize. Ben, Hank and Ginger play the game when Ginger takes a picture that misleads Angela into thinking that Tom is still playing the game. Angela goes to Tom's house to yell at him when Hank shows her
Tom's apology video. M13Diet PlanMinjolliHyewon Kwon2:48Septembus 8, 2016 (2016-09-08)[132] Angela thinks she will diet after being weighed in scale and desperately training with Tom, who is not interested in dieting. In the end, Angela still weighs the same, and exasperated, throws the scale out of her house.
M14Horror Movie NightMinjolliHyewon Kwon2:50Septembus 15, 2016 (2016-09-15)[133] Watching a horror movie, Tom and Angela are spooked by Hank and Ginger because they're dark, and they're scared again by the pizza delivery guy. M15 Love is in the airMinjolliHyewon Kwon2:42Septembus 22, 2016 (2016-09-
22)[134] Angela feels attracted to Tom when he starts doing housework as he carries boxes and nailing pictures to the wall for her, but once Tom leaves, all the images fall. M16Summer HeatMinjolliHyewon Kwon2:54Septembus 28, 2016 (2016-09-28)[135] In the middle of a heat wave, Tom and Hank (later Ben) play
rock-paper-scissors to decide which fans the other when Comes with a watermelon. Angela yells at Tom and Ben because they spit on her watermelon seeds when they find Hank sleeping in the fridge. M17Micro TomMinjolliHyewon Kwon2:45October 6, 2016 (2016-10-06)[136] While building his TV antenna in the
middle of a storm, Tom is struck by lightning and shrinks, and Crushed by Hank on his way home. Tom wakes up and yells at Hank, not realizing he's had a nightmare. M18Messy GuestsMinjolliHyewon Kwon2:44October 13, 2016 (2016-10-13)[137] The gang visits Angela on her day off due to a water supply outage.
However, Tom and his friends turn out to be terrible guests - Tom controls all the rooms, Hank is a messy eater, Ginger tries on Angela's jewellery and Ben uses his drone indoors, and Angela sends them away. M19Underground AdventureMinjolliHyewon Kwon3:06October 20, 2016 (2016-10-20)[138] Angela finds a
mysterious rock in her garden and makes Tom dig and remove it. He finds a sign warning against trespassing, and Angela forces him, Hank and Ginger to go with her. They discover a hidden tunnel leading to a dead end with a sign that warns not to dig through it, and choose to dig inside. The tunnel seems to lead to
Ben's house in the basement. M20Angela's Lost PhoneMinjolliNada Song3:12No november 30, 2016 (2016-11-30)[139] Tom tries to help Angela find her missing phone, but to no avail. Later, Angela finds herself in her own stuff, and tries to hide the fact from Tom by throwing it across the wall joint in her garden,
destroying her phone in this way. M21Camera ShyMinjolliNada Song3:08 Dec 7, 2016 (2016-12-07)[140] Tom has a habit of freezing when he takes his photo, so Hank, Ben and Ginger try to make Tom pose nicely for a photo. M22Lonely Boy GingerMinjolliNada Song3:05 Dec 14, 2016 (2016-12-14)[141] Ginger feels
lonely as all his friends are busy, so Tom, Angela, Ben and Hank organize fun activities for him. M23The Lost DroneMinjolliNada Song2:59 December 22, 2016 (2016-12-22)[142] Ben's drone malfunctions and grabs Ginger's favorite toy, throwing it at a climber. Ben goes through a lot of trouble getting back after a bird
flies away with it, only to find out that Ginger had another identical toy. M24Mejority WishesMinjolliNada Song3:24 Dec 29, 2016 (2016-12-29)[143] On the occasion of the Lunar New Year, the gang paints lanterns that will be released into the sky, and arrives at the site of the celebrations, only to find Hank missing. Hank
arrives in time, and friends release their lanterns. M25Tom Against The MachineMinjolliNada Song3:04Feary 8, 2017 (2017-02-08)[144] Tom tries to get a game with velvet talking tom game about Angela, but fails. He steals coins from a nearby fountain and manages to get every game on the machine. M26MinolliNada
Cooking Contest Song3:07Feary 15, 2017 Angela tries to prove that she is a good cook like Hank after realizing that Tom loves Hank's cooking, but not hers (Tom pretends to enjoy it), but fails even after spending so much cooking on food. M27Angela Can't SleepMinjolliNada Song2:50Feary 22, 2017 (2017-02-22)[146]
Angela finds herself unable to sleep, so Tom tries to help her sleep. M28Night of Shooting StarsMinjolliTeller Shooting StarsMinjolliTeller 1, 2017 (2017-03-01)[147] Friends try to stay up all night to see shooting stars, but only Tom and Angela (awakened by Tom) can see the shooting stars. M29Tom Need
HelpMinjolliChoi Hyeong Gyu2:50March 8, 2017 (2017-03-08)[148] Tom's hand is broken, so Angela offers to run his coffee, but Tom is forced to run after her (literally) and make sure he doesn't destroy anything or make bad dishes. M30MinjolliChoi Hyeong Gyu2:59Aril 19, 2017 (2017-04-19)[149] Angela wants Tom to
go with her to the Flower Festival, But Tom's pollen allergy causes problems - he sneezes at a passer-by, takes his ice cream out of the rubble and selfies himself and Angela. M31 Hold off! MinjolliChoi Hyeong Gyu3:02April 26, 2017 (2017-04-26)[150] Tom and Hank find it difficult to be roommates together, and start
separating their furniture and belongings with tape unevenly. Angela stops by losing her temper to them and threatening to cut off their belongings. M32Ginger Wants to SleepMinjolliChoi Hyeong Gyu3:25May 3, 2017 (2017-05-03)[151] While his parents are away, Ginger goes everywhere trying to find a good place to
sleep next to his friends, and ends up sleeping next to Ben then next to Angela. However, when they wake up, they find him missing because he sleeps in Hank's hammock. M33Selfie SuperstarMinjolliChoi Hyeong Gyu3:00May 10, 2017 (2017-05-10)[152] Tom is trying to be even more successful than Angela on social
media, taking fake photos, taking more elaborate fake photos with Hank's help. Ginger becomes even more successful than Tom and Angela when he posts pictures showing how Tom made his pictures. M34Angela's Pink CakeMinjolliChoi Hyeong Gyu, Lee Eun Chong and Teller Park3:40May 24, 2017 (2017-05-24)
[153] Tom and his friends are in a hurry to replace Angela's cake, which is bad, with one of Hank's for Ginger's birthday. They do it without Angela knowing, only for Angela to make them try her cookies. M35Ginger the Date CrasherMinjolliChoi Hyeong Gyu, Lee Eun Chong and Teller Park3:19June 7, 2017 (2017-06-07)
[154] Tom and Angela are doing everything they can to keep Ginger from disturbing them and causing problems on their date. Later, they'll have Hank distract Ginger, but fail when Ben arrives. M36The Movie KissMinjolliChoi Hyeong Gyu, Lee Eun Chong and Teller Park2:52June 21, 2017 (2017-06-21)[155] Tom tries to
kiss Angela, but fails repeatedly and behaves clumsily. At night, he misses his last chance, as a fountain sprays water on him, and he gets a fever. M37Hungry HankMinjolliChoi Hyeong Gyu, Lee Eun Chong Teller Park2:58July 5, 2017 (2017-07-05)[156] Angela puts Hank on a diet and does it. Later, Hank brings home a
box full of food. M38The FloodMinjolliChoi Hyeong Gyu, Lee Eun Chong and Teller Park3:37July 19, 2017 (2017-07-19)[157] During a major storm, water begins to leak into Ben's house due to a tunnel his friends had dug before. Ben's friends arrive in time to rescue him and help. his house and close the tunnel.
M39Angela the DetectiveMinjolliChoi Hyeong Gyu, Lee Eun Chong and Teller Park3:13August 2, 2017 (2017-08-02)[158] After Angela finds that her poster has been viewed, she investigates and concludes that Tom was the culprit because there was a marker in his bag. It was later revealed that Ben took revenge on
Tom and Angela for accidentally breaking his robot by doodling at the poster when Hank came and did it for fun, after which Ginger also doodled and held the marker in Tom's bag as he couldn't get to the pencil booth. M40No time for friendsMinjolliChoi Hyeong Gyu, Lee Eun Chong and Teller Park3:35 August 16, 2017
(2017-08-16)[159] While playing football, Tom leaves his friends under the guise of going to work, but goes on a date with Angela. His friends discover him and ignore him, so he agrees to play with them instead, and again goes on a date, which Hank and Ben crash, for their fun. M41Bzzz! Annoying MosquitoMinjolliChoi
Hyeong Gyu, Lee Eun Chong and Teller Park3:15Ast August 30, 2017 (2017-08-30)[160] Tom and Hank try to kill a mosquito that prevents them from sleeping in the middle of the night and failing. Angela offers to deal with the mosquito using bug spray, and succeeds. Later, the mosquito recovers and flies away to annoy
Ben. M42MinjolliChoi Hyeong Gyu Pool Challenge, Lee Eun Chong and Teller Park3:30September 13, 2017 (2017-09-13)[161] Tom and Angela compete against Ben and Hank in a series of pool-related races, and are level after two rounds - Ben almost drowns after trying to use a jet pack to cheat. M43Hank Must
GoMinjolliChoi Hyeong Gyu, Lee Eun Chong and Teller Park3:45September 27, 2017 (2017-09-27)[162] While cleaning up, Hank accidentally makes a bigger mess, so Tom decides to kick him out, and Hank goes to live with Ben. Hank's making a big mess again, and he's been kicked out, so Hank's coming back to
Tom, who's excited to see Hank, whom he lost. M44Angela at Mystery IslandMinjolliChoi Hyeong Gyu, Lee Eun Chong and Teller Park3:27October 11, 2017 (2017-10-11)[163] When the gang goes to the beach, Angela, who sleeps, drifts into a pool float and ends up stranded on a deserted island when she wakes up -
she uses a map in a bottle as SOS, but the boys only see the other side that is a map for a treasure. When Tom and Hank fight over who should have the treasure, Angela finds them and she's outraged. After the treasure chest opens, he reveals that he is a pirate captain costume for a girl, much to Angela's delight and
the frustration of the boys - they all head back to the beach under her Angela's. M45No Fun for GingerMinjolliChoi Hyeong Gyu, Lee Eun Chong and Teller Park3:14October 25, 2017 (2017-10-25)[164] Ginger wants to go to the beach even though he's sick, but Tom won't let him. Tom, Angela and Hank try to make him
think it's autumn, which goes well, until Ben carelessly comes wearing summer gear and accidentally reveals what the And Hank did. Ginger is upset and goes back to bed and Tom and Angela are furious with Ben, and choose to let Ginger have beach-like fun indoors. M46The Skateboard KidMinjolliChoi Hyeong Gyu,
Lee Eun Chong and Teller Park3:40No november 8, 2017 (2017-11-08)[165] Hank teaches Tom skateboarding for Tom to impress Angela. Tom turns professional and impresses Angela, who is then impressed by a passer-by in a unicycle. M47 Lights! Camera! Action! MinjolliChoi Hyeong Gyu, Lee Eun Chong and Teller
Park3:42No november 22, 2017 (2017-11-22)[166] Hank makes a film and Ginger is upset that she takes no part in acting. Ginger decides to sabotage the film and seems to be successful until, to his horror, Tom, Angela, Ben and Hank are revealed to have used props to deal with this. The film is successful - but as a
daunting Ginger Leaves, he discovers that he was given credits for giving a use to props, much to his delight. M48Tom the BodyguardMinjolliChoi Hyeong Gyu, Lee Eun Chong and Teller Park3:12 Dec 6, 2017 (2017-12-06)[166] After a clairvoyant predicts Angela will get hurt, Tom is doing everything he can to prevent it
from happening. His attempt backfires when Tom accidentally pushes Angela while preventing her from falling into the sewer, causing the latter to break her arm. M49A gift for AngelaMinjolliChoi Hyeong Gyu, Lee Eun Chong and Teller Park3:33 Dec 20, 2017 (2017-12-20)[167] Tom decides to knit a scarf and gloves for
Angela with Hank and Ginger as a gift. Angela appreciates the gift, but she hides the fact that one of the gloves has a hole. M50 Winter LeagueMinjolliChoi Hyeong Gyu, Lee Eun Chong and Teller Park3:12January 3, 2018 (2018-01-03)[168] Friends have a contest with Tom, Angela and Ginger on one team and Ben and
Hank on the other. After a snowball contest and a ski jump race, both teams are still. Tom's team wins the last contest, a race, when Ben and Hank crash into the snowball made by Tom's team at the beginning, M51The Unlucky GiftMinjolliChoi Hyeong Gyu, Lee Eun Chong and Teller Park3:47January 17, 2018 (2018-
01-17)[169] Tom returns home with a gift for Hank and hides it from him. Ben decides to prank Hank by pulling a flour-in-a-box prank on him as revenge for destroying his robot in an earlier episode, and gives the present to Hank. Hank gives it to Angela, who gives it to Ginger, who gives it back to Ben in exchange for a
lollipop and a sleuth. Ben puts his gift under a table, and Tom also puts his gift next to Ben. Later, Tom gives his gift to Hank, which appears to be firecrackers. Ben thinks that has failed him, opens the other gift and falls in love with his own prank. M52Angela's Birthday SurpriseMinjolliChoi Hyeong Gyu, Lee Eun Chong
and Teller Park3:32January 31, 2018 (2018-01-31)[170] Tom panics when he realizes it's Angela's birthday, so he calls Ben, Hank and Ginger for help and creates a big surprise for Angela. M53Seline New New CelebrationsMinjolliChoi Hyeong Gyu, Lee Eun Chong and Teller Park3:48Feary 14, 2018 (2018-02-14)[171]
Tom, Angela, Ben and Ginger prepare for the Lunar New Year when Hank gets sick from sleeping outside in the snow. Angela offers to make food then, to the horror of the boys, knowing that her cooking is terrible. However, her food turns out to be delicious this time. M54Smartphone DietMinjolliChoi Hyeong Gyu, Lee
Eun Chong and Jo Ayeong4:00March 14, 2018 (2018-03-14)[172] Angela's smartphone stops working, so Tom tries to entertain her until it's repaired. However, everything Tom does with Angela is done by others with smartphones. Soon, Angela then begins to enjoy board games, has a game night with the boys and gets
over her smartphone addiction. M55The Flying MachineMinjolliChoi Hyeong Gyu, Lee Eun Chong and Jo Ayeong3:24March 28, 2018 (2018-03-28)[173] While jogging, Tom gets lost and encounters an abandoned contraption. He takes it home and tries to fix it, but he fails. Ben fixes the helicopter-balloon engine, and
takes Tom and Hank out for a ride. However, the trio crashes into a storm, and Ben and Hank evacuate. Tom accidentally presses a button during the evacuation, and the machine flies away with Tom. Tom decides to control the engine, and drives back home, but crashes into his own house. M56Lost in the
ForestMinjolliChoi Hyeong Gyu, Lee Eun Chong and Jo Ayeong3:20April 25, 2018 (2018-04-25)[174] The gang goes on a forest adventure, however, Angela and Hank are separated from their friends after Hank falls into a pit. While he's gone, Angela's on fire for Hank, and Hank's giving half his food to Angela. Then
Tom, Ben and Ginger find Angela's purse, which she lost while looking for firewood, and then they see smoke from the fire and they find it. The four are able to get Hank out of the pit, but Ben accidentally drops his compass into the pit, much to the frustration of Tom and Ginger. M57Microwaves MEGA-
ProblemMinjolliChoi Hyeong Gyu, Lee Eun Chong and Jo Ayeong3:35May 9, 2018 (2018-05-09)[175] Hank microwaves some popcorn when the microwave explodes. Hank takes it to Ben, who tries to repair it, but fails. Hank decides to sell some of his belongings so he can buy a new microwave and buy one. However,
on the way home, Tom and Ginger run into Hank and the microwave drops down the stairs, and Ben tries to repair it. M58Hide and SeekMinjolliChoi Hyeong Gyu, Lee Eun Chong and Jo Ayeong3:29June 6, 2018 (2018-06-06)[176] Friends play hide-and-seek, with Tom being the seeker. He finds everyone except Ginger,
who manages to touch the tree before Tom sees him. Win. Friends play another match, and although friends choose less obvious places, Tom finds all that except ginger, who hid in a trash can. Meanwhile, ginger is picked up by a garbage truck and returns at night, covered in garbage. Friends avoid him with disgust,
and ginger touches the tree, winning again. Again. Magic ShowMinjolliChoi Hyeong Gyu, Lee Eun Chong and Jo Ayeong4:06July 4 July 2018 (2018-07-04)[177] When Angela, Ginger and Hank ignore Ben, being busy with their problems and activities, Ben and Tom decide to organize a magic show for their friends. The
show is a success, and fills friends with joy. Talking Tom Heroes Talking Tom Heroes is an ongoing South Korea-British-American web series featuring Talking Tom and his friends. The characters are presented in 2D animations, and without any specific language dialogue just like Minis. It is developed and produced by
Outfit7 and Plenus. It premiered on April 26, 2019. The show revolves around the lives of Tom and his friends as superheroes led by Crystal Mentor. The abilities of each character are: Tom: Super-power and can lift for anything. Angela: Super speed and super vision. The ability to remotely control any technology from
his glove. There are no special skills, but he has a bag from which he can get what he needs. There are no special abilities. An aspiring superhero who has a hoverboard. He was inspired by his older brother and friends, Tom and others. He always wants to be part of their team, but he can't as he's too young. When Tom
and the rest of the team have no idea what to do in a particular situation, Ginger comes to help using his hoverboard. No.TitleDirected byWritten byRuntimeRelease dateRef. 1Fire Breathing Magic DinosaurMinjolliYoungeun Seo6:13April 26, 2019 (2019-04-26)[178] Ben creates a device that can create anything designed
on it. When Ginger designs a fire-breathing dinosaur and begins to cause chaos, friends work to erase all their creations, and succeed. 2Beat the RacoonMinjolliWonjun Lee5:59April 26, 2019 (2019-04-26)[179] When the raccoon bandit refuses to be silenced in the library and takes out, he returns and takes everyone
hostage so that he can continue to make noise with a machine that can make musical notes that can trap people. Ben and Hank initially manage to catch him, but get caught, leaving Tom and Angela to save the library. Tom and Angela succeed and disable the invention, only for Ginger to use it, without knowing what it
really is. 3Giant Bubble TroubleMinjolliDahye Min6:08April 26, 2019 (2019-04-26)[180] When Ginger tries to make bubbles but fails, Ben builds a device that can create large and impenetrable bubbles for Ginger. When Ginger shows off to his friends, another child tries to steal the device from him, and hurts it in this way,
causing it to make bubbles and trap all Tom and the gang are working to catch all the kids and get them to safety. 4The Missing Hero CrystalMinjolliDahye Min6:53April 26, 2019 (2019-04-26)[181] Tom drops his crystal when he fights Ben and Hank for fun and Ginger takes it. However, he accidentally throws it into the
sewer when Tom and the gang go to rescue a whale on the beach. Ginger and Angela recover Tom's hero crystal from pipeline Give it back to Tom on time. 5Ther garbageMinjolliK.J. Lee6:25May 2, 2019 (2019-05-02)[182] Tom and the gang celebrate Angela's birthday and create a lot of rubbish. Garbage turns into a
garbage monster that can turn everything it touches into garbage. The gang tries to stop the monster and succeed by dousing with water. 6Celebrity TrapMinjolliYoungeun Seo6:06May 8, 2019 (2019-05-08)[183] When Tom rescues a boy from a building that was on fire and appears in the news, he begins to act more
like a washed-up celebrity than a friend and a hero, to the annoyance of his friends. Later, Tom goes alone to clear a landslide, but spends his time showing off instead of working, and cleans the landslide only with the help of his friends. When the news crew arrives, however, he credits his friends as well, having learned
his lesson. 7Th Curse of the PyramidMinjolliSohyun Lee6:27July 18, 2019 (2019-07-18)[184] Friends visit a pyramid when the raccoon bandit steals many objects and a scepter, unleashing a curse that destroys the pyramid and unleashes small creatures that will stop anyone from reversing the curse. The gang catches
the raccoon bandit and returns the scepter to his stand, overturning the curse. 8Mad CarMinjolliHyeong Gyu Choi7:08Ast August 1, 2019 (2019-08-01)[185] Tom's car collapses when he tries to race against a driver in a sports car and Ben repairs it. Ben also fills it with a liquid that makes it go faster, warning Tom not to
use too much of it. Tom ignores Ben's warning, and uses multiple bottles of liquid, and the car develops a mind on its own and wreaks havoc, speeding and swerving into traffic. Tom and his friends trap the car, and Tom stops the car before running over a pedestrian. 9The Lonely YetiMinjolliDahye Min17:09Aw august
15, 2019 (2019-08-15)[186] Friends play in the snow, throwing snowballs at each other when Ginger sees a yeti, which she wants to play with. He runs to tell his friends, but when they look, the yeti is ignored. Friends return to town, and the Yeti follow them. Initially, everyone runs to the bunker, and the yeti begins to
play, gaining everyone's trust, only to lose it when his fangs appear. The yeti, now sad, cries and begins to freeze everything in this way. Tom and friends try to stop him when Ginger arrives and calms the yeti. Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 03 and 04 10 Stop the mud! Minjolli-16:27June 28, 2019
(2019-06-28)[187] Friends, along with the yeti, make mud when the yeti accidentally destroys it. Ben gives his mud and adds a drop of chemical that makes it extremely slimey when a mug of it touches Hank's mud. The mud turns into a sweet-loving monster causing chaos in the city. Friends successfully stop the
monster with the help of yeti. Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 02 and 05 11Boat Race SabotageMinjolliWon Jun Lee16:47July 11 July 2019 (2019-07-11)[188] Friends friends In a boat race, where the raccoon bandit sabotages Angela's boat. Angela ends up in last place, and realizes that the raccoon
bandit had sabotaged her, uses her powers to overtake everyone and stop the Raccoon Bandit from winning. Meanwhile, the raccoon bandit sabotages other players, as well as blackmailing Angela to go the wrong way. Angela saves another runner who was in danger, and the Raccoon Robber is disqualified after friends
get proof of his cheating, with the first post given to Angela.Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 06 and 07 12 The hungry vacuum cleaner MinolliK.J. Lee17:56 July 25, 2019 (2019-07-25)[189] Hank steals his friends' food to make a sandwich, to the annoyance of his friends, and refuses to share the
sandwich. Meanwhile, a vacuum cleaner develops a mind of its own and a taste for food. When he finds Hank and begs for his sandwich, Hank refuses to share, and the void sucks him and he leaves to steal food from others. Friends save Hank and turn off the vacuum cleaner, but Hank accidentally opens it when he
tries to get his sandwich back. Friends try to stop the void, which has so far become a big monster, and Hank stops it offering him food, and the void leaves peacefully. Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 03 and 08 13Sugar Tornado AlertMinjolliK.J. Lee18:18 August 8, 2019 (2019-08-08)[190] A cotton
candy seller, who considers his customers money, runs out of cotton candy. So he goes to the factory and accelerates the machines. When the machines get out of control, it initially starts snowing cotton candy, but soon, tornadoes from it follow. Friends arrive at the factory to stop the machines, get the vacuum cleaner
from the previous episode to vacuum up the mess and make the seller give his cotton candy free instead of as punishment. Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 04 and 09 14Power ThiefMinjolliSohyun Lee17:00A august 22, 2019 (2019-08-22)[191] Friends suffer in the summer while Ben repairs their air
conditioner. Meanwhile, the raccoon bandit steals people's fans and air conditioners for himself. When facing a power outage, it redirects the power from the power station so that no one else gets power. The gang fights the raccoon to stop him and destroys his computer with which he commits all his crimes. Note: The
total duration includes that of episodes 08 and 02 15Injection of MolesMinjolli-17:31Septembus 5, 2019 (2019-09-05)[192] Tom helps Angela take care of her garden when moles to him. When the garden is destroyed, friends rebuild it, and Ben wateres them with a chemical to increase performance. Tom and Angela
guard, but they sleep, and the moles destroy the garden again. However, since the food was sprayed, the chemical makes moles aggressive and bad. Tom, Angela and Hank are fighting to stop the moles while Ben creates an antidote and solves the problem. Later, choose to feed moles, and note: note: the total
duration includes that of episodes 05 and 12 16Ultra Eating ChampionshipMinjolliEui Jin Kim16:29Septembus 19, 2019 (2019-09-19)[193] Hank participates in a food competition, in which he is in last place. All the other competitors lose after the collapse, except for one. Motivated by his friends, Hank wins at the last
minute, angering his opponent, who begins to demand everyone's food. Hank challenges him to another contest, while his friends make him drink a box full of chili sauce, giving him a bad case of diarrhea. Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 09 and 01 17MinolliK.J. Lee18:10October 3, 2019 (2019-10-03)
[194] Ginger plays a superhero with his pet's turtle when he pours orange juice into his suit. While Ginger cleans the suit, the turtle falls into the toilet, and ends up in the ocean after going through the drains. Meanwhile, Ginger and his friends go to the ocean to find the turtle. After initially fooling around, a giant octopus
picks a fight with them when Ginger sees his turtle. He swims to catch it when the octopus catches him, when the turtle sees him. The turtle arrives with its mother and bites the octopus, releasing Ginger, and Ginger and the turtle say their goodbyes as Ginger lets the turtle live with his family. Note: The total duration
includes that of episodes 07 and 13 18The Jealous PumpkinMinjolliBu Yong Hong16:527 October 2019 (2019-10-17)[195] Hank and another farmer compete in a pumpkin cultivation contest when the farmer destroys all of Hank's pumpkins, but loses one. Hank discovers and installs security, and takes care of his plants
while the farmer uses too much fertilizer in a single spot. A giant pumpkin begins to kill all nearby plants by sucking nutrients, and friends kill it by connecting its veins. The next day, Hank wins the pumpkin contest, much to the farmer's annoyance. Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 10 and 14 19Haunted
Toy HouseMinjolliSohyun Lee16:47October 24, 2019 (2019-10-24)[196] Tom wins a box of jewelry for Angela, which contains a doll wearing a necklace. Angela takes the necklace for herself, and the doll comes to life. It makes the house look haunted and makes the toys come to life. Angela and her friends stop the doll
and trap her. and destroy it crystal mentor.Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 05 and 16 20Hank the RobberMinjolliBu Yong Hong17:21Nobber 7, 2019 (2019-11-07)[197] While Hank is alone, the raccoon robber hypnotizes him and makes him rob him. Hank, though, brings things that The Raccoon
considers useless. In the meantime, Tom, Angela and Ben are looking for Hank to find out what happened to him, and the raccoon bandit follows Hank on his way to the heroes' hideout. There, he chooses to steal the crystals, giving Crystal Mentor his powers, and he succeeds. Hank's friends come back and try to
destroy the sleeping machine, and eventually succeed and return the stolen crystals, and the Crystal Mentor. Crystal. The raccoon bandit in an unknown place and reverses the damage done to the fighting. Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 08 and 18 21The Sad ClownMinjolliWon Jun Lee16:20No
november 21, 2019 (2019-11-21)[198] In the circus, Ginger cheers for a clown trying to perform well, while the rest of the audience annoys him. Depressed, he uses his invention to steal people's happiness and uses it in public while performing in order to be appreciated. Tom and the gang try to unleash the stolen
happiness, but are sprayed with it by the clown when Ginger arrives and shows his tickets. The clown remembers how Ginger appreciated him, repents of his mistake and unleashes stolen happiness. Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 03 and 06 22Send tooth! MinjolliBonbu Kim16:32 Dec 5, 2019 (2019-
12-05)[199] Hank gets a toothache, so his friends take him to a dentist. However, Hank refuses to undergo treatment, so Ben invents a shrinking device, and Tom and Angela shrink so they can get rid of the germs, while Ginger makes sure Hank doesn't block them while he sleeps. Friends unload the toothache and force
Hank to brush his teeth. Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 02 and 11 23Angela's Evil TwinMinjolliBonbu Kim17:55 Dec 19, 2019 (2019-12-19)[200] Tom and Angela receive a helmet and mirror from a mysterious elderly woman. Later, an identical copy of Angela emerges from the mirror, steals Angela's
hero crystal and costume, and leaves to steal jewelry for the elderly woman. Angela and her friends hunt and trap the thief, and at some point, both Angelas claim to be real. Tom finds out which one is real, and get rid of the clone and the mirror. Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 13 and 19 24Mysterious
Backpack WorldMinjolliWon Jun Lee17:20 Dec 26, 2019 (2019-12-26)[201] After his friends continue to let him stop the thugs and solve problems, a bored Ginger finds a squirrel and makes him a friend. One day, the squirrel jumps into Hank's backpack and Ginger jumps in after that - so Tom, Angela and Ben go get
Ginger and the squirrel. Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 12 and 21 25Holiday Hero TrainingMinjolliYoungeun Seo16:34January 9, 2020 (2020-01-09)[202] Friends travel to China on holiday, and on a beach, Angela wears her hero mask and Mentor Crystal tells them to go to a nearby monastery for
training. At the convent, Tom's friends pay attention, while Tom, who shows no interest, tries to escape. Tom accidentally hits a jar containing an evil spirit. It traps Tom's monks and friends. Tom frees his own friends and traps the monster, breaking his curse, and heads to the beach. Note: The total duration includes that
of episodes 16 and 20 26The ShadowsMinjolli-16:45January 23, 2020 (2020-01-23)[203] After Tom bounces on a trampoline and is electrocuted by a light he had hit, Tom's shadow develops a mind of his At first, she stays with him, but leaves after being ignored and neglected. Then he scares Angela, Ben and Hank into
electrocuting them and creating more shadows. Shadows begin to scare people by shifting the shape, and when Tom and his friends try to catch them, they fail. Hank then brings his friend with the vacuum cleaner and manages to trap the shadows and reconnect them to themselves. Note: The total duration includes that
of episodes 18 and 22 27The Super BallerinaMinjolli-16:53Feary 6, 2020 (2020-02-06)[204] Angela becomes a ballerina fan, and she finds out. However, he fails to perform well, and asks Ben to invent a suit that can make Angela dance well. The costume works well, until Angela accidentally tears, and the costume
begins to change into several other costumes, such as hula dancers and karatekas and control of Angela's movements. Tom successfully destroys the suit, but since he, Ben and Hank laugh at Angela's inability to perform well, he makes them take part in classes. Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 14 and
17 28The Angry HeroMinjolli-16:27Feary 20, 2020 (2020-02-20)[205] After Ben repeatedly does his part in saving the day, but takes no credit, he ignores his friends and refuses to report to the hiding hero. His friends leave to rescue a clown from an accident, but Angela is trapped in the same situation. Meanwhile, the
Crystal Mentor ropes Ben into the hero's den, scolds him and shows him that Angela is in trouble. Ben goes to save the clown while Angela had saved herself, and saves him at the last second, and gets credited this time. Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 15 and 23 29 Bandit on the train! Minjolli-
16:17March 5, 2020 (2020-03-05)[206] The raccoon robber takes over a freight train carrying gold, and Tom and the gang chase it and tie up the thief, only to find that the train cannot stop and will fall into a city at the bottom of a valley. After Tom fails to stop the train using brute force, Ben suggests using a giant rubber
band, and the plan initially seems to work, but the band snaps and friends, with the help of the raccoon bandit, pull back the train. After the heroes congratulate him, he runs away with gold, continuing their chase. Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 19 and 03 30Jinger, Special Agent MijolliYoungeun Seo
and others17:15March 19, 2020 (2020-03-19)[207] Ginger goes around the neighborhood with his pet squirrel, trying to solve people's problems when he bumps into a suspicious looking man with a mask. Thinking it's robber, Ginger fun off to warn his friends, but when they arrive, they see him seemingly repairing
something, and reprimanding Ginger for false alarm. After leaving friends, Ginger sees the man going down a hole, and follows him, and discovers that the man has connected the sewer lines and water lines so that he can sell water. Ginger sabotages the connection, and the man returns to investigate Catch Ginger, but
not before he sends his pet squirrel to warn friends. Friends follow the squirrel, only to discover that Ginger beat the man herself. Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 09 and 04 31 The Big Bubble Fight in the LaundryMinjolliYoungeun Seo and others16:53April 2, 2020 (2020-04-02)[208] Tom and his friends
visit a museum, where the Raccoon Bandit coincidentally steals a jewel, and security raises the alarm. While he puts it in his bag, he discovers that he can make any inanimate object come to life. While trying to escape the police and superheroes, the raccoon robber hides in a laundry shop, and accidentally throws the



jewelry into a washing machine, which then tries to wash him. Tom and friends then try and save the Raccoon Bandit, and remove the jewelry and make the Raccoon Bandit clean up the mess. Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 24 and 13 32 Frozen FriendshipMinjolli-16:23April 16, 2020 (2020-04-16)[209]
Friends visit Ginger's friend, the yeti, and Ginger builds a snow-castle with him. Ginger uses his RC train to bring snow to the castle, and lets the yeti use it. Later, the remote disappears, and Ginger blames the yeti and goes back home with his friends. At their house, Hank realizes he'd taken the remote thinking it was for
a TV, and Ginger returns to Yeti's house to apologize. The yeti, who doesn't know where the remote control is, starts crying and causes a storm. Tom and his friends go after Ginger to save him, but when he gets stuck in the middle of a frozen lake he breaks, instead of calming the yeti down, and taking the yeti to help
save him. Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 20 and 16 33The Labyrinth MysteryMinjolli-16:51April 23, 2020 (2020-04-23)[210] Friends visit a maze fence where the raccoon bandit begins to trap people by closing the walls. Friends change into superheroes, and Angela notices him, but the raccoon bandit
grabs her superhero mask and uses it to get out of the maze and break into bank vaults. Meanwhile, friends create a decoy for the raccoon bandit, and trap him, but he escapes the trap. Friends, however, manage to trick him and retrieve the mask while sending him back to the maze of the fence and trapping him inside.
Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 14 and 25 34Lazy HeroesMinjolli-16:47May 14, 2020 (2020-05-14)[211] After misuse of their powers to solve their personal problems, Crystal Mentor takes them to a training ground where Ginger is the Friends reach the end of the lesson using their powers so that Crystal
Mentor takes their crystals away and sends them to the beginning. However, Ginger accidentally steps on a button, trapping himself over a pool infested with crocodiles. Tom, Angela, Ben and Hank then reach the end of the course and rescue Ginger without their powers, but they fall into the pool. Crystal Mentor gets rid
of crocodiles. Crocodiles. their tort and returns their crystals, much to their delight. Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 23 and 18 35 Talking Tom Fights the Giant Crab Minolli-11:05May 29, 2020 (2020-05-29)[212] Tom, Angela, Hank and Ben go to the beach, where Ben uses his new invention to shrink
their luggage and make going into the shade easier. Hank later tries to use the device to enlarge his sandwich, but Ben fights him over it and invents it enlarges a crab. The crab goes on a dash, terrorizing people, and friends try to stop it. When their efforts fail, Ben enlarges Tom and has him fight the crab, while Ben
corrects the invention. When Tom is also able to hold off the crab, Angela kicks coconuts at the crab, but he hits Tom, and Ben gets an idea to have Angela kick coconuts and widen them in the air, and knock out the crab, and shrink. Later, Hank again asks to use the invention in the sandwich, but Ben shrinks Hank with
it, to the delight of the latter. Note: The total duration includes that of episode 24 36Baby PotionMinjolliYoungeun Seo and others33:49June 11, 2020 (2020-06-11)[213] Ben works on his news invention, and resorts to using his glove when the witch from Episode 23 notices him. He disguises himself as a delivery man,
and turns Ben into a baby, but he leaves before taking the glove when he cries. Ben's friends find him when they run into the room listening to the commotion, and they take care of him. Later, while friends go for a walk, the witch arrives in disguise and takes Ben home, while Tom, Angela and Hank refer to Crystal's
Mentor, and plunder the room, leaving a trap that turns Tom into a baby when they find Ben's room ransacked. Later, Angela and Hank found the witch looting Tom's house, and chasing her, and cornering her in a warehouse. The two teams struggle when a large box falls on Tom, who holds it with his powers, and
defeats the witch by throwing it at her. Later, the witch is forced to turn Tom and Ben back to normal, and disappears to everyone's relief. Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 21, 13, 20, 19 and 09 37The Pearl Robber and a SharkMinjolliYoungeun Seo and others16:05June 25, 2020 (2020-06-25)[214]
Friends visit an aquarium where the raccoon bandit steals a pearl. Friends then chase when the raccoon bandit breaks a glass wall, releasing a shark, and then use the shark to catch the robber, and then return the shark to its enclosure after fixing it Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 27 and 30 38Broken
Power CrystalMinjolliYoungeun Seo and others31:09July 10, 2020 (2020-07-10)[215] Hank's power crystal breaks when friends save a child from a lifting malfunction. later, he tries to use it to return to the seat of heroes, but instead ends up in a different place, and uses it over and over again to escape danger in each
place until he reaches a jungle populated by a tribe of living pineapples. His friends find him being treated. they're acting. The King of the Tribe (as endowed with the contents of his bag) and bring Hank and his bag back safely from the distraction of the clan, and get it fixed. Hank returns to the tribe to recover the fruits
with which he was gifted. Note: The total duration includes that of episodes 28, 25, 29, 18 and 31 39New Hero on the BlockMinjolliYoungeun Seo and others12:13July 25 July 2020)[216] Ginger daydreams of being a superhero like his friends when they leave. Then Ginger goes to Ben's house and finds Ben's pencil and
board from Episode 1 that could create anything designed on it, and uses it to make a power crystal of his own. Then he uses it to go to his friends' hero headquarters, and gets a new elevator hero costume of his own. However, he tries to use his powers, accidentally destroying the hero headquarters when Tom, Angela,
Hank, and Ben return and see what happened. Ginger leaves in shame, and later disposes of his crystal. Meanwhile, friends use their powers to fix the hero headquarters, and leave to fight a trash-spewing monster. Ginger remarks his crystal strength shines and uses it again, and attacks the monster while his friends are
defeated, but the monster trash breaks Ginger's hoverboard. Ginger then uses Ben's device to draw elephants that destroy the monster with water., Ben fixes his hoverboard with his magnetic glove. Ginger's getting happy. Note: the total duration includes that of Episode 8. 40Rainbow Color RampageMinjolliYoungeun
Seo and others32:45Aw august 8, 2020[217] Tom finds it difficult to repaint his coffee, so Ben gives him a device that can change the color of any item. The robber Racoon passes and observes the device and decides to steal it to turn the bricks into gold. He steals it while Tom takes care of a client, and Tom and his
friends are after him. They find that the raccoon has stolen bricks, and that the tool can only repaint the items, but do not change them. Then corner the Raccoon Bandit at a construction site where Ben damaged the device, causing a malfunction. Ben then repairs while his friends chase the raccoon, and creates a fake
open manhole as a trap for the raccoon, and catches him. Then they make the raccoon repaint their coffee. Note: the total duration includes that of episodes 9, 13, 32, 24 and 14. }} Other media Talking Tom and Friends franchise has expanded beyond apps and animated series. The franchise also sells branded
merchandise and music videos. [218] Talking Tom and Talking Angela's music video for the single You Get Me, created in partnership with Walt Disney Records, has received over 350 million views on YouTube since March 2020. [5] Speaking Angela has also recorded her first solo song called That's Falling in Love.
[219] Tom and Talking Angela's Stand By Me received 26 million views as of April 2020. [220] Talking Tom and Friends launched a series of interactive games called Superstar in 2012. Luxury games talk and interact with multiple Talking Tom and Friends, Friends, as well as each other, using a voice recognition system.
[221] The series has since been discontinued. Controversy Paedophile prank In February 2014, Speaking Angela was the subject of an Internet hoax claiming it encourages children to disclose personal information about themselves, which is allegedly then used by paedophiles to locate the location of these children. The
rumor, which was widely circulated on Facebook and several websites claiming to be dedicated to parenting, claims that Angela, the main character of the game, asks the user of the game for private personal information using the text of the game-chat feature. Other versions of the rumor even attribute the
disappearance of a child to the app,[222] or claim to be run by a paedophile ring, while some go so far as to even claim that the user is recorded by the camera and can be seen in Angela's eyes. [223] The previous rumor came from an article about Huzlers, which has since proven to be fake, like many articles on the
satirical website. [224] Reputation has been claimed to be true even by YouTubers and even on the app review page in apple's app store and Google Play Store, even though there have been no verified reports of such events occurring. [225] [226] It was debunked by Snopes.com a short time later. The site's owners,
Barbara and David Mikkelson, said they had tried to urge it to give answers asking for personal information, but were unsuccessful even when explicitly asking sexual questions. [227] While it is true that in the game with children function by angela asks for the user's name, age and personal preferences to determine
conversation topics, Outfit7 has said that this information is all anonymous and all personal information is removed from it. It is also impossible for a person to take control of what Angela says in the game, since the application is based on chat bot software. [228] In 2015, the prank was revived again on Facebook,
prompting online security firm Sophos and The Guardian to debunk it again. [229] Sophos employee Paul Ducklin wrote on the company's blog that the message posted on Facebook promoting the hoax was close to 600 rambling, repeated words, despite claiming at first that he had no words to describe the situation. It's
poorly written and bordering on being illiterate and incomprehensible. [230] Bruce Wilcox, one of the game's developers, has attributed the popularity of the prank to the fact that the chatbot program in Talking Angela is so realistic. [231] However, real concern has increased that child function Play can be too easy for
children to close, which, if they did, would allow them to buy coins, which can be used as currency in the game, through iTunes. [232] Disabling child mode also allows for the chat function, which, while not connecting your children with paedophiles, continues to raise concerns as well, according to Stuart Dredge, a
reporter for the Guardian. Dredge wrote that in chat mode, chat, requests information such as the user's name. [229] Impact Terror has significantly boosted the popularity of the game, and is credited with helping the app make it into the top 10 free iPhone apps immediately after the prank became widely known in
February 2015[233] and 3rd most popular for all iPhone apps at the beginning of next month. [231] Age-inappropriate advertising In 2015, the My Talking Tom app was reported to have age-inappropriate ads for adult services. The UK Advertising Standards Authority ruled that advertising for an adult website was
delivered to underage children via the app.[234][235] The ASA noted that Outfit7 had a strict advertising policy but that the company had not been able to determine which ad network had served an advertisement unsuitable for age in a children's app and how the ads were presented in the app. [236] My Talking Tom slot
had over 11 million downloads and was the leading gaming app in 135 countries around the world within 10 days of its launch. [237] [238] The Talking Tom and Friends channel on YouTube has over 10 million subscribers and 3.5 billion views as of March 2020. [239] Since April 2020, the franchise has downloaded its
apps more than 12 billion times. [240] The My Talking Tom app also won the award for Best iPad Game: Kids, Education &amp; Family at the Tabby Awards 2014, the global competition for best tablet app. [241] Tom speaking in 2014 was also voted the favorite of the 2014 Tabby Award Users' Choice in two categories,
Best iPad Game: Kids, Education &amp; Family and Best Game: Puzzle: , Cards &amp; Family. [242] Talking Tom and Friends won the best animated series award at the 2016 Cablefax Awards. [243] See also List of most downloaded Android applications Digital puppetry references ^ for outfit7. Uniform 7. Retrieved
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